FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
INTELLICHECK MOBILISA AWARDED CONTRACT FOR SITE SECURE
ACCESS CONTROL AT CLASSIFIED FEDERAL FACILITY
Expanded Deployment of Defense ID To Enhance Security
JERICHO, NEW YORK - July 20, 2016–Intellicheck Mobilisa, Inc. (NYSE MKT:IDN), a
leader in threat identification and identity authentication, verification and validation
technology solutions, today announced it has been awarded a federal contract to expand
the deployment of Defense ID® at a highly classified federal government facility in the
Washington, D.C. area. The $250,000 purchase will increase the ability of security
personnel to protect the highly sensitive federal installation with Intellicheck's real-time
identification authentication solution.
Dr. William Roof, Intellicheck CEO, noted, "The world is a very different place than it was
only a few short years ago as threats of violence to our citizens at home and abroad
continue to escalate in frequency, complexity and effectiveness. Defense ID was
designed to address a security environment that is fluid and constantly evolving. Our
expertise in addressing security challenges is reflected in the advanced features and
functionality that make our application mobile, interoperable with multiple standard and
proprietary information sources and responsive with programmable rules. We are
confident that Defense ID will provide an unprecedented level of situational awareness
and security driven by real-time ID document authentication and threat identification."
Security personnel use Defense ID to increase situational awareness and security at
restricted facilities by instantly authenticating the identification of visitors, vendors, and
employees seeking site access and by enabling rules-based access decision support,
while improving operational efficiencies. Deployment of the field-tested and proven
advanced technology solution provides security personnel with the ability to maintain
uninterrupted line of sight of an individual seeking site access as mobile devices scan
the bar code of driver licenses from all U.S. states and Canadian Provinces, as well as

military and other identification documents issued by government agencies. Defense ID
alerts security officers of a potential threat by comparing a would-be visitor’s
identification card information with information available from public and government
data sources and other pertinent information contained in Intellicheck's extensive
proprietary databases. Real-time information delivery instantly notifies security
personnel if the individual has presented identification that is fake or stolen, is on a
terrorist watch list, Be-On-the-Look-Out (BOLO) lists, may be the subject of law
enforcement wants and warrants, or is listed for military base debarments and driving
suspensions.
In addition to its other computer-based applications, Defense ID’s advanced rulesbased engine can be set to allow visitation only at certain pre-designated days and
times to specific parts of a site. Durable handheld mobile devices assure facility security
personnel maximum flexibility for patrol and special event requirements.
"At a time when international terrorism and civil unrest present unprecedented
challenges, this contract award underscores the value and flexibility of Defense ID in
protecting critical facilities and the people who conduct business at these facilities. We
expect our military-grade security technology solution to see increasing adoption beyond
the 24 military and federal installations and 16 U.S. ports where it is already deployed,"
said Dr. Roof.
Intellicheck's portfolio of 25 patents includes many pertaining to identification technology.
Its identity technology solutions support customers in the national defense, law
enforcement, retail, hospitality and financial markets. The Company’s products scan,
authenticate and analyze components of identity documents including driver licenses,
military identification cards and other government forms of identification containing
magnetic stripe, barcode and smart chip information. The information can be used to
provide safety, security and efficiencies across markets. Unlike competitive products,
Intellicheck's technology solutions are unique in their ability to provide accurate, realtime identification authentication and situational awareness on both mobile and existing
fixed infrastructures that is fully regulatory compliant.
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About Intellicheck Mobilisa
Intellicheck Mobilisa is an industry leader in threat identification, identity authentication,
verification and validation systems. Our technology makes it possible for our customers to
enhance the safety and awareness of their facilities and people, improve customer service, and
increase operational efficiencies. Founded in 1994, Intellicheck has grown to serve dozens of
Fortune 500 companies including retail and financial industry clients, national defense clients at
agencies, major seaports, and military bases, police departments, and diverse state and federal
government agencies. For more information on Intellicheck Mobilisa, please visit
http://www.intellicheck.com/.
Cautionary Statement Regarding Forward Looking Statements
The statements in this press release that are not historical facts may constitute forward looking
statements including, without limitation, the statements that are based on current expectations
and are subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause actual future results to differ materially
from those expressed or implied by such statements. Those risks and uncertainties include, but
are not limited to, risks related to general market conditions, development and product
commercialization activities, and the success of its research, development and expansion of
sales and marketing team, plans and strategies and its ability to protect its intellectual property.
These and other risks and uncertainties are identified and described in more detail in Intellicheck
Mobilisa's filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission, including, without limitation, its
Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2015, its Quarterly Reports on
Form 10-Q, and its Current Reports on Form 8-K. Intellicheck Mobilisa undertakes no obligation
to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statements.

